Logo
The phoenix symbolizes rejuvenation and rebirth from
ashes in mythology. The phoenix in the logo expresses
the beginning of a new life that comes with physical
and psychic renewal. The horizontal line in the middle
represents our creative and innovative products while
the 1962 Italia text under the logo emphasizes our
historical roots.

Logotype
The logo is made up of the bigger ISVEA label and the
1962 ITALIA text, in the “Futura” typeface, with the
phoenix image placed above.

Logo Grid Placement
The ISVEA logo grid placement is done in a fashion
that takes the width of the I letter in the ISVEA name
as the reference width, inside a grid that is 52 times as
long on the horizontal and 53 times high on the
vertical.

Primary Colors
1. ISVEA BLUE
PANTONE 296 C CMYK 100+65+0+55
RGB 2+30+47 RAL 5011
Used for the Logo, backgrounds and text color.

2. MEDITERRANEAN BLUE
PANTONE 7462 C CMYK 100+55+0+25
RGB 0+90+140 RAL 5005
Additional color for corporate use.

1. ISVEA BLUE
3. WARM GRAY 3
PANTONE Warm Gray 3 C CMYK 4+8+0+17
RGB 199+194+188
RAL 7044
Additional color for corporate use. Also used for text placed above
grey and dark blue backgrounds for product representations, and in
advertising text alongside the colors PANTONE 565 C and PANTONE 291 C

4. ISVEA CREAM
PANTONE Warm Gray 2 C CMYK 11+9+2+0
RGB 215+210+203
RAL 9002
Used for the Logo, backgrounds and text color.

2. MEDITERRANEAN BLUE

3. WARM GRAY 3

4.ISVEA CREAM

Secondary Colors
5.
PANTONE Black 7 C CMYK 64+57+58+37
RGB 55+53+52
RAL 7022
Used for the backgrounds color.
6.
PANTONE 8041 C METALLIC / 408 C SOLID
COATED
CMYK 36+41+41+0
RGB 164+151+145
RAL 7036
Used for the backgrounds and text color.
7.
PANTONE 871 C METALLIC
Used only in the Gulf Countries or
in the Far Eastern markets.
8.
PANTONE 291 C CMYK 35+9+0+0
RGB 158+206+235
RAL 6027
Used for text placed above grey and dark
blue backgrounds for product
representations, and in advertising text
alongside the colors
PANTONE 565 C (9) and Isvea Cream (4).
9.
PANTONE 565 C CMYK 29+0+18+0
RGB 179+217+210
RAL 6019
Used for text placed above grey and dark
blue backgrounds for product
representations, and in advertising text
alongside the colors
PANTONE 291 C (8) and Isvea Cream (4).

Color Utilization

Prioritized use. ISVEA BLUE (1) used over the
ISVEA CREAM (4)

This version to be used only for applications in
which the 1962 ITALIA text would be
illegible/challenging to print.

Color Utilization

This is the representation of the logo in ISVEA
Blue (1) over a white background. Secondary use
only.Should not be used unless absolutely
required.

This version to be used only for applications in
which the 1962 ITALIA text would be
illegible/challenging to print.

Color Utilization
This is the representation of the logo gold over a
white background.
To be used only in the Gulf Countries or in the Far
Eastern markets if specifically requested.

This version to be used only for applications in
which the 1962 ITALIA text would be
illegible/challenging to print.

Color Utilization

This is the representation of the logo in ISVEA
CREAM (4) over a ISVEA BLUE (1) background.

This version to be used only for applications in
which the 1962 ITALIA text would be
illegible/challenging to print.

Framed
Logo Utilization

Framed Logo
Measurements

The margin left around the logo is as wide as the
letter I in the ISVEA logo is tall. There is a slant
starting at the bottom right edge that reaches all
the way to the top with an incline angle of 10
degrees.

Logo Placement on
Products I

This is the main use method for the logo without
the phoenix emblem.
On vitrified products, the text color is PANTONE
Black 7 C (5).

Logo Placement on
Products II

This is the secondary use for the logo without the
emblem. Should only be used if necessary.
Used for the bathroom cabinet door hinge
covers, fixtures and vinyl vehicle wraps.
Placed on the product with a text color of
PANTONE Black 7 C (5).

Black and White
Logo Utilization

This is the logo representation in black over a
white background, mainly used for facsimile
transmissions or where absolutely necessary.

This version to be used only for applications in
which the 1962 ITALIA text would be
illegible/challenging to print.

Maximum and Minimum
Sizes for Logos

The logo could be scaled down to 15 mm, but
there is no limit to maximum size.

----------- Can be scaled indefinitely -----------

Solitary Use of the
Phoenix Emblem I

The emblem may only be cropped with reference
to the corner on the wings. No other sizes or cuts
are permitted.

The corner of the wing is taken as reference.

Solitary Use of the
Phoenix Emblem II
The emblem is cropped with reference to the
edge of the wing at the bottom and placed in a
rectangle that is skewed at a 10 degree angle to
the right.
The following method is used to determine the
minimum height and width that the rectangle;
A vertical line is placed immediately to the left of
the logo, which will be the horizontal reference
that another logo placed immediately above the
original will be bearing on, and a horizontal line is
drawn from the tip of the 4th feather on the wing.
A line slanting down at 10 degrees is drawn from
this intersection point, and the distance of this
trajectory to the original vertical line placed
perpendicular to the horizontal will let us
determine ‘x’.
The minimum frame size requirements also apply
when placing the logo in longer areas. The
skewed rectangle can be lengthened as necessary
after.

Horizontal Placement

The ISVEA logo and the 1962 ITALIA are
preserved at the same proportions.

The logo is placed in a grid that is 91 times as
wide and 21 times as high, as the letter I in the
ISVEA logo is wide.

For the gaps between objects in the horizontal,
the width between the letters E and V in the
ISVEA logo is taken as reference.

The horizontal lines can be stretched as wide as
necessary.

Framed Horizontal
Placement
In addition to the horizontal placement rules
mentioned above, a margin the width of the
letter E in the ISVEA logo is left around the image
to frame it.

The horizontal line can be stretched as wide as
necessary in accordance with framed horizontal
placement rules.

Faulty Examples
1. The logo cannot be used in any color but the
corporate color scheme.
2. On dark blue backgrounds, it is suitable to use
the cream color. White cannot be used.
3. In framed logo utilization, the colors cannot be
inverted.
4. Undefined forms cannot be used.
5. The proportion between the phoenix emblem
and the logotype may not be altered.
6. If a trapezoid is used, the slanted edge’s angle
may not be any other angle but 10 degrees.

Font
On all printed documents, company name,
personnel names and address information etc.
must be written using “Univers Regular” and
“Univers Bold” fonts from the Univers font family.
If Turkish and English text will be placed side by
side, the Turkish text will be in the Univers
Regular font, whereas the font for the English
text shall be Univers Italic.
Regarding Turkish texts, all the labels that are
placed next to an object’s slanted edge at 10
degree angle, the font used shall be Univers Italic.
This includes, but is not limited to PowerPoint
presentation cover and separator pages,
advertising titles, catalogue covers and
introduction pages.

